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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The products of domesticated animals are devoted to the use of the human
race and it is of great importance that the supply of these products should be
maintained. Therefore, it is the function of the breeder to keep pace with the
increasingdemands ofthehumanpopulation bykeepinga sufficient number of
animals withhighphysical and functional standards.
Therate ofincrease in all animal populations largely depends on the reproductive efficiencies ofboth sexesunder the prevailing conditions. These reproductiveefficiencies includefemale andmalefecundities, thenumber of breeding
seasons per year, the number of offspring per parturition (litter size), the
mothering ability of the female and the length of the reproductive life of both
sexes.
Althoughitisgenerallywellknown that highfertility isadesirable character
infarm animals,itis.aneconomic question to decide the most profitable litter
size.Forinstance,sheepbreedersdiffer intheirideasinthisrespectaccordingto
thetypeofsheepraisingtheypractice.Inareaswherefeedsarenotsufficient for
satisfactory lambproduction, theemphasiswillbeonthemaintenance of flocks
for the production of fine grades of wool with lamb raising as a secondary
product.Insuchacasetheproduction ofmultiplebirthsisofminor importance
ormayevenbeundesirable.Ontheotherhand,inareaswhereintensive farming
ispossible,much stressisplaced onlamb production, and in such a case sheep
breeders have two alternatives: they may either direct their selection towards
multiple births with less vigorous lambs or towards single birth with fully
developed lambs.However, inmost casesthebreeding for multiple births isin
thelongrunmuchmoreprofitable, asthe differences inweight between singles
and twinsat themarket agewould be small compared withthe total weight of
lambsfor sale.
Sheepfertility isthemain concern of this study. In dealingwith such a topic
onecan discern a generallack of uniformity whenusing such terms as fertility
andfecundity, and eventhese terms are often usedinterchangeably. Therefore,
it is worth while to refer here to the definitions given by PEARL and SURFACE
(1909).Fecundityinthefemale maybe:
a. Potential:thesumtotal of ovacapable ofbeingproduced bythe ovary.
b. Actual: the ova actually matured and discharged.
c. Observed: the sum total of ova ofwhich there isvisible evidence, as by the
production ofyoungsinmammals.
Fertility: the total actual reproductive capacity of a female and male, as
expressed bytheirabilitywhenmated together toproduce individual offspring.
In mammals, the potential and actual fecundities are difficult to estimate.
Moreover, the observed fecundity as above defined is practically the same as
fertility. Therefore, it isjustified when dealing with mammals to replace the
termfecundity byfertility.
Fertility figures have been calculated in different ways, as follows: ewes
lambed per ewesput to ram, lambs born per ewe put to ram, lambs born per
ewes lambed, lambs docked per ewes put to ram, lambs docked per ewes
lambed, multiple births per ewes put to ram and multiple births per ewes
lambed. Expressingfertility in such different waysresults infigureswhich may
2
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differ from each other by as much as 30%. Fertility is best expressed as the
number of multiple births per ewe lambed (GOOT, 1951). In this study, fertility
is expressed as the number of lambs born per ewe lambed, and as lambs
survived per ewe lambed.
Fertility is a biological phenomenon which is controlled by a complex
mechanism and bordered by hereditary limits. The function of this mechanism
is to prepare the ground and to provide the means for the achievement of
favourable conditions for the series of physiological processes involved in the
expression of fertility. One should not think of fertility as a phenomenon which
is only reached at a certain stage of life and without being earlier affected, on
the contrary it is a chain of processes which should be accomplished in an
optimal manner in order to reach a normal level. Therefore, it is to be expected
that fertility could be affected through all the stages of animal life, and any
period of unfavourable conditions may upset the function of the mechanism
controlling fertility.
In planningto improve such a character as fertility or any other economically
important character, variation which exists between animals in their expression
to these traits is the material available to the breeder in directing his population
to his goals. But the causes of variation in animals are not always, if ever, the
same. Animals vary because they have different genetic constitutions and
because they are exposed to different environmental conditions. If we push up
the environmental level of an animal we reach a ceiling of production fixed by
inherited capabilities. This means that the phenotypic expression of any trait
is determined by both heredity and environment, and to achieve the maximum
expression of a character, certain genetic and environmental conditions should
be fulfilled.
Early in this century, various studies were carried out to produce evidence
that the expression of economically important traits in farm animals depends
to a certain extent on heredity. The aim of some of these studies was to find out
whether simple mendelism is the case when dealing with the inheritance of such
characters. These studies showed that such traits are inherited in a multifactorial manner and are often subjected to substantial modifications by the
environment. In the studies of sheep genetics, up to 1935 only the total phenotypic correlation between relatives was calculated (cited by RAE, 1956) and no
attempt was made to sub-divide such gross correlation into its components, i.e.
theportion causedbyheredity and thatattributed totheenvironmental complex.
Later on,withtheadvance ofresearch, theapplication ofmore refined statistical
toolsand thedevelopment ofpopulation genetics,the realprogressin estimating
the fraction of the observed variance which is due to differences in heredity was
achieved. This hereditary fraction of the observed variance corresponds to the
heritability estimate in the broad sense as defined by LUSH (1940).
The aim of this investigation was to study some factors affecting the reproductive efficiency of theTexel sheep breed as expressed by the number of lambs
born per ewe lambed and by the number of survived lambs till the time of
inspection (within 2 months from birth) per ewe lambed. To know to what
extent fertility in Texel sheep is heritable, heritability estimate of this trait was
computed. Heritability estimates of different traits are useful to the breeder
when choosing the most effective breeding plan which serves his purpose, in
predictinghow rapidprogress canbemadein selectingfor atrait and in deciding
how much emphasis should be placed on different traits. The purpose of this
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 60 (3), 1-61 (1960)
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study was also to throw light on some non-hereditary factors governing the
fertility of this breed of sheep. An attempt has been made to give satisfactory
answers to many questions of practical importance in sheep husbandry in the
Netherlands. The importance of knowing the influence of age of ewes on their
lambing abilities is not to be denied in farm management practice, especially
whenestimatingthereplacement rateina flock. Moreover, thispoint isof major
economic importance to the more specialized sheep farms like those in Texel
Island in predicting the profits from a flock for many years to come. For the
sheep breeders it is also of interest to know the most favourable age to breed
their ewes for the first time. This study will also cover the effect of the different
lambing years on the fertility of the ewes.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Reproduction is the biological phenomenon mainly responsible for the
continuity of life. Fertility being an unseparable part from the general concept
of reproduction has been the field of many investigations each of which has
tackled the problem from a different angle. Fertility as controlled and affected
by many factors operating together and partly interacting, should be studied
through identifying and evaluating this complex of factors. Since it has been
impossible to deal with all these factors, and in order not to interrupt the
continuity ofthe subject,most oftheimportant factors governingfertility willbe
included in this review of literature. The factors within the scope of this study
will be dealt with in detail whereas the other factors will be only hinted.
Going through the literature, one can recognize that the general approach
in studying the fertility of sheep as expressed by the frequency of multiple
births or the lambing percentage is to divide the complex of factors affecting
thistrait into non-hereditary and hereditary factors. In other words to attribute
the phenotypic expression of this character to genetic and non-genetic effects.
1. NON-GENETIC EFFECTS

A. Age ofewe
HEAPE (1899) stated that some English breeds of sheep, notably the Dorset
Horns, young ewes bear fewer twins than old ewes. CARLYLE and MCCONNELL
(1902) studying data from the flock of the University of Wisconsin Experiment
Station, found that the percentage of multiple births increased with the age of
the ewe in the studied mutton breeds, and that the largest percentage of single,
twin and triplet births wasproduced respectively bytwo-, five- and six-year-old
ewes. HUMPHREY and KLEINHEINZ (1907) working with ewes from the same
flock, the records of which covered five subsequent years, confirmed the
findings of CARLYLE and MCCONNELL as to the agesat which ewesproduced the
largest percentage of single and triplet births, but they found that the highest
percentage of twinbirths wasproduced byfour-year-old instead of five-year-old
ewes.
MARSHALL and POTTS (1921) analysing the records of the American Bureau
of Industry Farm at Beltsville during six years, found that in the Southdowns,
there was a gradual rise in the proportion of twins born until the ewes reached
4
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5 and 6years of age. NIKOUSKII (1933) studied the fertility of the Karakuls, in
the Askania Nova flock and reported a twinning rate of 17%for the 4-year-old
ewes, and 3-7% for younger ewes. DRY (1936) stated that the fertility of the
Wensleydale eweswashigher at 4-5years than at 2and 3years of age. LOPYRIN
(1938) denoted that the late-maturing breeds got their highest number of
multiple births at 5-6 years of age, whereas the ewes of early-maturing breeds
reached their maximum at 3years.
NOZDRACEV (1939) studying the incidence of multiple births in several
Rambouillet stud flocks found that ewes under 3 or over 7years of age tended
to produce fewer twins,whereas from 3to 7years of age,the incidence of twins
was maintained at approximately the same level.
JOHANSSONand HANSSON(1943)intheirdetailed studyconcerningthe multiple
births in Oxforddown, Shropshire, Cheviot and two types of Swedish Landrace
sheep, denoted a steady rise in the average number of lambs per birth in all
breeds up to 5-6 years of age,with a gradual regression afterwards. OOSTERHOF
(1947) found that the lambing percentage of the Texel sheep in Noord-Holland
followed an increasing trend with advance of age of ewes reaching a peak in
their 4th and 5th year of age, after which a slight decrease occurred in the 6th
year and thereafter the lambing percentage decreased more rapidly.
DESAI and WINTERS (1951b) denoted that the lambing average of some purebred and crossbred lines of different breeds of sheep rose with the advance of
age of ewesup to thefifthyear and then gradually declined. MASON and DASSAT
(1954) studying some reproductive aspects of the Langhe sheep of Italy stated
that the twinning rate increased as the ewes increased in age from one to 4-6
years, and thereafter declined a little. RAGAB and ASKER (1954) also found that
twinning in the Egyptian Ossimi sheep increased with advancing age, the
maximum being attained when eweswere about 7-8 years of age (from the 6th
to the 7th lambing). KARAM (1957) stated that in the Egyptian Rahmani sheep,
the number of lambs per birth increased with the advance of ewes in age up to
the fifth or the seventh year. BELIC (1958) concluded that the fertility of the
Yugoslavian Zigaja ewes increased till the 5th year of age (4th lambing) after
which a slowdecrease followed.
B. Plane of nutrition and condition of ewe
Several investigations have been carried out to determine how far the
nutritional condition of ewes especially in the period shortly before and during
tupping (flushing) will influence their consequent fertility. Also, it has been of
great interest to study the effect of body weight of ewes on their fertility.
Ewes on high level of feeding have significantly higher ovulation rate, larger
follicles and higher numbers of follicles (2 mm or more in diameter). The
fertilization rate is higher, though not significant, for ewes on a higher level of
feeding (EL-SHEIKH et al., 1955). Many sheep breeders believe that ewes should
not only be on a high level of feeding during the breeding season but they
should also be in a gaining condition. MARSHALL and POTTS (1921) stated in
this respect that in order to get the largest number of twins, ewes should gain
at least 7pounds during the breeding season.
There is overwhelming evidence that flocks in good condition at tupping
time have a higher fertility percentage than flocks in poor conditions (HEAPE,
1899). Flushed ewes have a higher production of lamb crops than unflushed
ewes (MARSHALL and POTTS, 1921; NICHOLS, 1926and PHILLIPS, 1939). Flushing
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 60 (3), 1-61 (1960)
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increases the percentage of twins and for the best results ewes should be flushed
for 3-4 weeks before they go to ram (WALLACE, 1951). Flushing increased the
number of ovulations from 1.06 to 1.15 (MCKENZIE and TERRILL, 1937). The
efficiency of flushing in increasing ovulation rate depends on the condition of
ewes at the time of flushing, the number of eggs released from the ovary is
increased byflushingiftheeweswere thin, but not ifthey wereinhigh condition
before flushing (CLARK, 1934).
There is a positive correlation between body weight and fertility in Merino
ewes, although the regression is not linear (NOZDRACEV, 1939). Comparing the
lambing percentage in Columbia, Corriedale and Rambouillet ewes as classified
according to different body weight categories, there is a general tendency for
lamb production to increase with body weight (TERRILL and STOEHR, 1942).
There isa positive correlation between body weight of the ewes and the average
size of their litters. The intra-breed regression shows an increase in litter size of
0.118lambs for eachincrease of 10kgin liveweight of the ewes (JOHANSSON and
HANSSON, 1943).
The previously mentioned investigations, which resulted in stressing the
importance of the plane of nutrition and the body weight of ewes as factors
governing the fertility of ewes, have been recently contradicted by RADFORD
(1959) who concluded that the incidence of twin ovulation in Merino ewes
occurred equally among animals in which there were little or no changes in
body weight and among animals in which there were more pronounced changes
in weight. He also stated that the variation in the incidence of twin ovulation
was not associated in any way with the change in the plane of nutrition of
the animals.
-V

,

. . .

C. Time of mating
In a British small flock of Suffolk crossBorder Leicester-Cheviot, the number
of lambs per fertile service rises to a maximum in November and then declines
steadily which is attributed to the number of ova shed (HAMMOND, Jr., 1944).
In experimental purebred Southdown ewes, the high percentage of twin births
during the first half of the lambing period may be related to either better
nutritional conditions in the first part of the season, or to the fact that ewes in
the best condition have a bigger tendency to come to heat first and lamb first
(MARSHALL and POTTS, 1921). Also, the Ossimi sheep have the highest lambing
percentage of 139-144 in the first half of the lambing season (RAGAB and
ASKER, 1954). Previous authors have also concluded that twins tend to be born
earlyin the season (HEAPE, 1899,MARSHALL, 1908,NICHOLS, 1924,and BIEGERT,
1938),but JOHANSSON and HANSSON (1943)found that the matings in the middle
of the breeding season produced the largest litters in the Shropshire and
Cheviot breeds.
D. Other non-genetic effects. (Physical environmental factors)
It is rather difficult to discuss separately the effect of each of the following
environmental factors (different localities, i.e. latitude and altitude; changes in
the daylight/dark rhythm and changes in atmospheric temperature and humidity) on fertility because the effect of environment on fertility is a summative
expression of the whole series of these factors. Therefore, when interpreting
the effect of any of these factors on fertility, the others should not be neglected.
There are some breeds such as the Lincoln which show greater fertility in
6
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habitats other than their original homes, while others like the Suffolk, Hampshire Down and Dorset Horn were most fertile in their home districts (HEAPE,
1899).
The difference in fertility between breeds are due to inherited differences in
their ability to respond to decreasing hours of daylight (HAFEZ, 1952). It has
also been shown by HAFEZ (1952) and HAMMOND, Jr. (1944) that the ability to
respond to light stimuli isconditioned by age, asthey found that ewe lambs had
a shorter breeding season than adults.
MILLER, MONGE and ACCAME (1944) suggested that the percentage of lambs
raised to weaning among other productive aspects in sheep isin the same order
as the ability of the ewes to maintain normal body temperature and respiration
rate during periods of high atmospheric temperature.
RADFORD (1959) related the seasonal variation in the incidence of twin
ovulation in the Merino ewes to changes in some of the physical environmental
factors, namely light and temperature.
From the above mentioned literature, one can get the idea that fertility of
ewes could be changed within certain limits by some changes in husbandry
practices (time of mating, level of nutrition, length of exposure to light, etc.).
In the same way changes in the hormonal level of ewes during the breeding
season is apt to affect their fertility as well. The augmentation of fertility by the
use of gonadotrophic substances, notably P.M.S. (ROBINSON, 1951a and
WALLACE, 1955) though still practiced on an experimental scale, could be
applied in the future on a wider scale, especially under an intensive system of
farming where the need for the production of multiple births is of increasing
importance. The augmentation of fertility by the use of hormonal treatment
falls outside the scope of this study and is therefore not discussed in detail.
2. GENETIC EFFECTS

A. Between breeds
The difference in the fertility of ewes of various breeds is very remarkable,
both the percentage of lambs and the percentage of multiple births show very
marked variation in different breeds. The influence of heredity in this respect is
brought to bear. A good example of the wide differences which exist between
various breeds in the frequency of multiple births is given in table 1. quoted
from JOHANSSON and HANSSON (1943), who collected the available figures from
previous work. Corresponding figures worked out by the same authors are
given in the same table. JOHANSSON and HANSSON (1943) concluded that the
differences in lambing percentage between the Cheviots and the Landrace (F)
could be attributed to genetics, as both breeds had the same geographical
distribution.
B. Within breeds
Many studies were carried out to produce evidence that the variance which
exists between individuals within breeds in their lambing abilities is partly due
to genetical differences. Most of these studies succeeded in bringing this
evidence; nevertheless, few were able to estimate the heritable part of this
variance.
How far the type of birth of the ewe, the dam and the sire can affect the
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 60 (3), 1-61 (1960)
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consequent lambing performance of the ewe has been the subject of many
studies which resulted in contradictory conclusions.
RIETZ and ROBERTS (1915), studying an extensive material, came to the conclusion that in the studied Shropshire breed there is a positive correlation
between the type of birth of both dam and sire and the type of birth of the
offspring, and that twin parents give a larger percentage of twins among their
offspring than do parents born as singles. Moreover, WENTWORTH and SWEET
(1917), who studied data from the American Southdown records, gave more or
less the same results as they stated that in general sheep of high birth rank tend
to produce offspring of a high birth rank, and in pedigrees started from twin
births the effect of birth rank of the sire is only slightly significant, while the
effect of birth rank of the dam is slightly greater. No evidence of sex-linkage of
fecundity factors emerged from their figures. Also, DESAI and WINTERS (1951b)
found that twinborn ewesgivebirth on the average to 0.12more lambs than the
single born ewes. WRIGHT and STEVENS (1953) confirmed these previous conclusions, as they found 9.6 and 11.0 percent more lambs from twin ewes than
from single ewes of Romney and Corriedale sheep, respectively. Moreover,
NOZDRACEV (1939) working with the Rambouillets in the U.S.S.R., also agrees
that the probability of twin births is higher in animals which were themselves
twins.
MARSHALL and POTTS(1921)investigated the effect oftype ofbirth of theewe,
sire and dam on the lambing percentage of the ewe and found that the highest
record was from single born ewes by single sires from twin dams. They also
found that twin born ewes were 4.7%more prolific than single born ewes, but
this difference cannot be considered significant. They concluded that no connection is apparent between lamb production and the fact of sires and dams
being singles or twins.
NiKOLJSKii (1933) working with karakuls, reported that the probability of
twin births is greater in a ewe that has already produced twins, but dams which
were themselves twins do not give a higher percentage of twins than those born
as singles. SMIRNOV (1935), working with the Romanov sheep, observed a
correlation between the prolificacy at first and later births, but he could not
find a definite relationship between a ewe's prolificacy and its being born as a
single or in a multiple birth. BELOGRADSKH (1940) criticized the views of
SMIRNOV and attributed the absence of a correlation between the prolificacy at
first and later births, as found by SMIRNOV, to the poor management which
prevented the triplet and quadruplet ewes from expressing their genetical high
merits. His own resultswith the Romanov breed for ewesborn as singles,twins,
triplets and quadruplets are respectively 217, 236, 236 and 301 lambs born per
100 ewes. REAVE and ROBERTSON (1953) pointed out that this would give a
regression of daughter on dam of 0.289, a figure which is considerably higher
than those shown in other reports. On the other hand, RAGABand ASKER (1954)
found in the Egyptian Ossimi breed that the type of birth of the ewe has no
effect on twinning.
Estimating the repeatability of litter size is a further step in the series of subsequent methods which throws light on the heritable portion of this trait.
JOHANSSON and HANSSON (1943), using the intra-class correlation as the method
for estimating the repeatability of litter size in the Shropshire, Cheviot and
Swedish Landrace (F), found that the total average repeatability of litter size
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from the same eweis0.220 and within flocks 0.183. DESAI and WINTERS (1951a),
studying theinheritance of fertility in several purebred and crossbred lines of
sheep in theU.S.A., also used theintraclass correlation method andreported a
repeatability estimate of0.0498 ± 0.0263 after correcting forage.
KARAM (1957) from his studies about the Egyptian Rahmani breed found the
repeatability of litter size to be0.056 ± 0.041, using theintra-ewe correlation
for eweswithfour lambings from 2to 7years of age. MASON and DASSAT (1954),
in their research with the Italian Langhe sheep, computed a repeatability
estimate of0.079 using the above method.
Estimating theheritability of a certain character is themost widely known
procedure which gives a fairly good estimation of the heritable portion ofthe
variance between individuals within a certain population during a certain
period in their expression of this character. JOHANSSON and HANSSON (1943)
investigated the relative importance of genetic and non-genetic factors concerningtheproduction ofmultiple birthsindifferent breeds ofsheepin Sweden.
They found that intheCheviot breed, thewithin flocks dam-daughter correlationforthefirstlambingis not significant, butbasingthecalculationsonaverages
from 3lambings they found a highly significant dam-daughter correlation (for
all breeds = 0.107). Thus, they found a heritability estimate for the average
litter size (based on3lambings)inthe magnitude of0.20.
DESAI and WINTERS (1951a) using the intra-sire regression of daughters on
dams from data on542daughter-dam pairs spread over 74siresofvarious sheep
breeds andlines reported anoverall heritability estimate of0.0736 ± 0.0152.
RAGAB and ASKER (1954) studying the heritability of fertility in the Egyptian

Ossimi breed, used 140 dam-daughter pairs within 8 sires and found the
regression ofdaughtersondamstobe0.0181,which yieldsaheritability estimate
of 0.0362.
RENDEL(1956)inthe course ofhisinvestigation which included four different
breeds of sheep in Sweden, namely Cheviot, Oxforddown, Shropshire and
Swedish Landrace, used two methods derived from allornontraits andgot an
average heritability of0.113.
SIDWELL (1956), using thecorrelation between type ofbirth of dam and her
offspring, found the heritability of litter size to be 0.22and 0.12for mature
crossbred andNavajo ewes, respectively.
KARAM (1957) estimated theheritability ofthe number oflambs perbirth in
the Egyptian Rahmani sheep as 0.08 based on the regression of the type of
birth ofoffspring onthat ofdam from a material embracing 849 dam-offspring
pairs.
The contribution of males intheobserved variance which exists inthe litter
size of their offspring is still debatable. HEAPE (1899) came to the conclusion
that theproduction ofmultiple births insheep isa matter which only concerns
the ewe and is not influenced by the ram. MARSHALL andPOTTS (1921) alsodid
not find intheir study any important variation intheproportions oftwins that
canbe attributed tothe sire.The sameresultswerefound by DESAI and WINTERS
(1951b),who stated that thesireswithin thestudied linesdidnot show significant
differences inthelambingaverage oftheir selecteddaughters. Ontheother hand,
JOHANSSON and HANSSON (1943) found a significant but very small difference
in groups of daughters from different sires. The small difference would have
been somewhat larger if the average size of at least 3 litters had been used
instead ofthe 2littersusedintheir study. RAGABand ASKER (1954) studying the
10
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effect oframs,usingtheanalysisofvariancefortheprogenyofninerams,found
that the rams differed very significantly in regard to the frequency of multiple
births in their offspring.
CHAPTERin

MATERIALS AND METHODS, STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
AND RESULTS
1. GENERAL MATERIAL

The data studied in the present investigation have been quoted from the
herdbook ofthe stud Texelsheepin theprovince of Noord-Holland "Texelsch
Schapen-Stamboek in Noord-Holland", which belongs to the Sheep Breeders
Association in this province. Therefore, these data are as reliable as possible
considering that they are based on herdbook records.
The Sheep BreedersAssociation in Noord-Holland embraces the breedersin
the continental part of the province (vasteland) as well as the breeders in the
Island of Texel. The province of Noord-Holland as a whole comprises about
30% of all the Texel sheep breed in the Netherlands. Moreover, it is also the
mostnoted studsheepbreedingareaofthiscountry.
In the Texel Sheep Herdbook, information about the pedigrees of registered
ewes and rams is available, also the numbers of lambs born and survived
(grootgebracht) per lambing for each eweareregistered, beside other economicallyimportant traits.
It is a common practice in the whole province of Noord-Holland to breed
the maiden eweswhen they are 19-21months old giving their first lambing as
two-year-old ewes.However, it has been noticed in the herdbook of the continental part of thisprovince (vasteland) that in the periodjust after the second
world war (1946-1948) more than half ofthe registered eweswere bred for the
firsttime at the age of 7-9 months to givetheirfirstlambing as yearlingewes.
Also, in the year 1952 a lower number of ewes giving their first lambing as
yearlings were registered in the herdbook. The breeding of 7-9 month-old
lamb ewes after the last world war could be attributed to the emergency need
for more animalproteins whichprevailed at that time.Moreover, an economic
necessity intheyear 1952might bethereason that ewesgivingtheirfirstlambs
asyearlingsreappearedinthe herdbook of that year. The group of eweswhich
werematedforthefirsttime at the age of 19-21months are referred to in this
study as "continental or Texel Island 2-year-old ewes", whereas the other
group ofeweswhichwerematedfor thefirsttime at the ageof7-9 months are
referred to as "continental yearlings".
Lambing takesplace oncea year, and the lambing season isfrom Marchtill
June. This period coincides with the mild spring weather in the Netherlands
which is suitable for the milking ewes as well as for lambs. The herdbook
inspectionsfortheregistrationofthenewlybornlambsoccurwithinamaximum
timeoftwomonthsfrom thebirth dateoflambs,Thelambsthatsurvivetillthe
time ofinspection arereferred toin this study as survived lambs (srv.) and are
registered in the herdbook as (grootgebracht).
Ewesin normal condition stay outside almost all the year round grazing on
permanent grassland, and in the exceptionally severe winter days they are
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supplemented with concentrates, i.e. rolled oats, soya beans expellers, green
peas orhorse beans. Putting ewesjust before and during tupping to extra better
grassisfrequently practiced intheprovince ofNoord-Holland, but the ewes are
seldom given concentrates during this period.

2. AGE AND YEAR EFFECTS

A. Materials and methods
Beside the age of ewes and the different lambing years as factors which may
have an effect on the fertility of ewes, maternal age and the different types of
birth of sires, dams and ewes are factors which may also play a role in this
respect. It would have been better to include these factors in one and the same
mathematical model dealingwith age and year effects, but because our material
did not lend itself for such an extensive analysis, we dealt with the factors age
and year and interaction age/year, which seem to be the most important ones,
in one mathematical model and the other factors were dealt with separately.
This could be somewhat objectional because when dealing with one analysis the
influence ofthe other factors willbeincluded in the rest error which renders this
analysisless powerful.
The effects of age of ewes, of different lambing years and of the probable
interaction age/year on the number of lambs born per ewe lambed and on the
number of survived lambs (till the time of inspection) per ewe lambed, are
studied in thispart of the investigation.
The computations are based on the first five successive lambings of each ewe.
The material used in this study is divided into two separate parts according to
the different habitats of the sheep: Texel Island Sheep versus continental
Noord-Holland (vasteland) Sheep, and also to the age of ewe at first lambing:
yearlings versus two-year-old ewes. Therefore this study comprises:
1. Texel Island two-year-old ewes of which 1179 ewes with 5895 lambings
were studied. This material comprised 8batches of ewes: 25, 122, 179, 168,145,
206, 182and 152ewes born in the years 1944-1951.
2. Continental Noord-Holland (vasteland) two-year-old ewes, of which the
lambing performance data for 1378 ewes with a total number of 6890 lambings
are included in this study. This material comprised 7 batches of ewes: 78, 135,
159,263,244,256and 243ewesborn in the years 1945-1951.
3. Continental Noord-Holland yearlings of which the data for 452ewes with
a total of 2260 lambings have been used in this investigation. This material
comprised 4 batches of ewes: 133, 143, 152 and 24 ewes respectively born in
1945, 1946, 1947and 1951.
TABLE2. The distribution of the data (continental yearlings)
Years
Ages
1
2
3
4
5

12

46

47

48

X

X
X

X
X
X

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
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As an example to illustrate the data used in studying the factors age and
years, a scheme of the data concerning continental Noord-Holland yearlings is
given in table 2.
B, Statistical procedure and results
The dataconcerningthis part of the study were punched and worked out by
the Statistics Departement T.N.O.
If we denote the influence of different agesbya l5a2...e t c - respectively and the
influence of years by px, (32...etc., the following mathematical model is used:
Pijk = fx + «.{ + P; + (oc(% + eyjfc
model (I)
where P^ denotes the lamb production of sheep No. k of age i in year j ;
(x isthe general mean value; onis the influence of age / on the lamb production
of sheep k; |fy is the influence of yearj on the lamb production of sheep k.
(oc[J)yis the interaction component of the combination age i,year / ; ey* is the
difference between the actualproduction ofsheepfcand itsexpected production
on account of the factors age, year and interaction age/year. Soe comprises the
influence ofallfactors which arenotused in this model and whichin this model
are taken to be random.
Taking the data of the continental yearlings as an example because it is the
simplest form of material (comprising only four batches of sheep), the problem
boils down to computing estimations for the following parameters:
%
a5 (5 parameters)
p!
Pu 0 1 parameters)
{ocP)u
(«P)5.n (20 parameters)
5

In reality we have only 4 independent age parameters as SOJ = 0 and we
need only to estimate o^, <x2,<x3and a4 whereas a5 may be estimated as a 5 =
4

- So* in the same way we have only 10independent year parameters instead
i=i

of 11.
Finally Sj (oc(% = 0 for everyj and Sj (a(3)y = 0 for every / which leaves
us 5instead of 20 interaction parameters.
The 19 parameters to be estimated for the continental yearlings ewes are
illustrated in table 3.In the same way, though much more extensively the data
of the continental two-year-old and Texel Island two-year-old ewes were
analysed.
The method of least squares (KENDALL, 1948)is used to estimate the above
mentioned parameters. By this method, estimations of y., a1; a2 etc., (3X, (32etc.,
•a, b, c, d and e are defined as those values that minimize the sum of squares:
F = S S 2 [Pijk - [X - on - P;- (a(3)y2]
k j i

Hence the estimations are found by solving the following system of linear
equations.
The estimations are given in App. 1. In the same way, though much more
extensively, the data of the continental 2-year-old group of ewes and Texel
Island-2-year.-old group of ewes were dealt with.
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TABLE 3. Schemeoftheparametersaffecting thenumber of lambsborn and survived based on Model I
(continental yearlings)
"^^^Year
Age

46

49

52

51

50

47

48

«i

*i

at

P2

Ps
6

-a-b

53

54

56

55

^ \
1

a,
Pi
0

a

<*••>,

2

3

4

.P.

P*

a2
Ps
c

a2
P4
a-c

a.i

a3
P4

Pa
-6-c

a2
0

a4
P4
-a+c-d

a3

a3

P5

0

P»

a4
Pio
0

a4

a4
Ps
e

P.

a-c+rf-e

-

4

-Saj ;

)

4

4

4

-Soc*

-Sai

-£a$

l

I

I

P*

P«

Pr

i

5
10

-Eft
1

-a+e-d+e

-b-c-e+d

e+b

0

N.B. Forconvenience sake the independent interaction terms aredenoted as a, b, c ... etc. instead

Tofindout whether the interaction age/year is significant, the parameters
on, (3j are computed once more, assuming no interaction.
Themodel II is adopted.
Pijk = V- + <*« + Pj + sy&
model (II),
and minimizing the sum of squares.
F = S Z S (/><,* - |i - a,- (3;)2.
I

Soby solving the systems:
BF'

i A:

n

dF'

n

. dF'

n

Theresults aregivenintable 5.
Bycomparing the estimations on andfybased on modelI and model II itis
possible to investigate the significance of the interaction age/year. This comparison is performed by means of an analysis of variance (KUIPER, 1952) and
givenintable4.
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Table4showsasfaras"born"isconcerned,thatthereisnosignificantinteraction age/year,whereasfor"survived" aninteractionjust significantappears
only forTexelIslandtwo-year-oldgroupofewes.
As thereisonlyonesignificantinteraction,which,astheanalysistotestthe
main effects (age and years)willshow,istobeconsideredasa minor effect
compared with these main effects, itisjustified toneglectit andtouse the
valuesofaiand(3j asgivenintable 5andplottedingraphs 1-3,9-11and15-20
as estimationsfor theinfluenceageandyear.
TABLE4. Testing the assumption (interaction age/years)
Born
Sheep
group

Sourceof
variation

Survived

Mean
square

d.f.

P

Mean
square

d.f.

P

Continent.
Yearlings

total
interact.
error

0.298
0.196
0.299

2245
5
2240

0.65

0.376
0.780
0.375

2245
5
2240

0.07

Continent.
2 yrs.old

total
interact.
error

0.313
0.277
0.313

6875
20
6855

0.66

0.395
0.247
0.395

6875
20
6855

0.90

TexelIsl.
2 yrs.old

total
interact.
error

0.268
0.356
0.268

5879
24
5855

0.12

0.322
0.528
0.321

5879
24
5855

0.03

TABLE5. Effect of age and year based on model H
Cont. yearlings
Born
«1

a4
&5

Pi

St
%

Ps

P9
010
111
111

A

| Survived

Cont. two yearsold
Born

Survived

Texel Isl. twoyrs.old
Born

Survived

- 0.4203
-0.0197
+0.1492
+0.1731
+0.1177

-0.4139
+0.0035
+0.1820
+0.1924
+0.0360

-0.1034
+0.0018
+0.0334
+0.0510
+0.0172

-0.1068
+0.0434
+0.0653
+0.0518
-0.0537

-0.0929
-0.0251
+0.0633
+0.0431
+0.0116

-0.1060
- 0.0086
+0.0588
+ 0.0591
- 0.0033

+0.0524
-0.0121
-0.1114
-0.0302
-0.0412
+0.0280
+0.1026
-0.2160
- 0.0099
+ 0.2162
+ 0.0216

- 0.0021
-0.0894
- 0.0828
-0.0159
+0.0640
+0.0722
+0.0139
-0.1191
-0.1727
+0.1087
+ 0.2232

+0.0648
-0.0812
-0.0118
-0.0049
+0.0434
- 0.0058
-0.0292
-0.0115
+0.0439
-0.0046
-0.0031

- 0.0748
- 0.0239
- 0.0070
+0.0172
+0.0264
+0.0094
0.0000
- 0.0080
+0.0356
+0.0170
+0.0081

-0.0809
-0.0522
-0.2368
-0.1351
- 0.0348
+0.0935
+0.0607
+0.0343
+0.0267
+0.1383
+0.0315
+0.1548

-0.1065
-0.1073
-0.1938
-0.1248
-0.0122
+0.0439
+0.0523
+0.0609
+0.0350
+0.1234,
+0.0230
+0.2061

1.8190

1.5740

1.9489

1.7329
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